Snow Queen
By Wendy Harbaugh
of
Sunshine's Creations
Use desired yarn or thread and hook to match yarn size.
I would suggest lace weights or thread and yarns of that
sort to make it airy.
Of course you can do yours in what ever color you like a
long color shaded one would be lovely. I did mine in one
color just to help you see stitches in the photos better.
But I did the tutorial in different colors for each round so
you could see the rounds better.

special stitches
•
V stitch : (dc, ch 2, dc) in the same stitch or space
•
sm shell: 3 treble crochet, ch 2, 3 treble crochet all
in the same space Over previous small shell
•
lg shell: 8 treble crochet all in the same space
•
picot: ch 3 and sc into 1st chain
Before starting work: There are times when you will be going around the post of a treble crochet
to make your stitch. Doesn't matter if you are working on the front or back side of the work
these stitches always go around from the back side. Other wise your fans will face both front
and back mine are always facing front you can do that (make them face both ways I might make
a sample that way and add to this) but I do not think it would be as pretty when done. Mark your
right side with the first or third row so you are aware of which side is front. After a while you
will not need the marker but at first it is helpful.
Foundation Chain ch 13 turn work
1 (right side)dc in 5th chain from hook (V stitch made), chain 4 skip 3 chains on foundation
chain, small shell( this is your center back) in next chain,chain 4, V stitch in last chain of
foundation chain. turn work (should have 2 V stitches and 1 small shell)
2 (back side)slip stitch into V stitch, chain 4 counts as first treble of Lg shell finish large
shell in this V stitch, chain 4, work sm shell over sm shell, chain 4, work lg shell in last
V stitch, turn work (should have 2 lg shells, and 1 small shell)
3 (right side) chain 7 sc in 3rd chain from hook (counts as first treble and first picot,
treble,picot in every treble of large shell (should have 8 trebles and 8 picots) chain 4, sm
shell over sm shell, chain 4, Treble picot across all 8 stitches of lg shell, turn work
( should have 16 picots and small shell)
4 (back side)slip stitch around first treble crochet post, chain 5, dc around same treble post
( first V stitch made), chain 4, sc around 3rd treble post (these are always going around
from the back of the work), *chain 3, sc around next treble post* 3 times,chain 4, V stitch
over chain 4 space before sm shell on previous round, chain 4, sm shell over shell, chain
4, V stitch over chain 4 space after sm shell on previous round,chain 4, sc around 3rd
treble post, *chain 3, sc around next treble post* 3 times,chain 4, V stitch around last
treble post of previous round, turn work (should have 4 V stitches and 1 small shell)

5

(right side) slip stitch into V stitch, chain 4 (counts as first treble of Lg shell) finish large
shell in this V stitch, *chain 4, sc in ch 3 loop, (ch 3, sc in next loop)2 times chain 4,
work lg shell next V stitch,* chain 4, sm shell over shell, chain 4, lg shell over V stitch
space, chain 4,sc in ch 3 loop, (ch 3, sc in next loop)2 times chain 4, work lg shell over V
stitch, repeat between stars , turn work (should have 4 lg shells, and 1 small shell)
6 (back side) chain 7 sc in 3rd chain from hook (counts as first treble and first picot),
treble,picot in every treble of large shell (should have 8 trebles and 8 picots) chain 4, sc
in chain 3 space, ch 3, sc in next ch 3 space, chain 4,Treble picot across all 8 stitches of
lg shell,chain 4, sm shell over sm shell, chain 4, Treble picot across all 8 stitches of lg
shell, chain 4, sc in chain 3 space, ch 3 sc in next ch 3 space, chain 4,Treble picot across
all 8 stitches of lg shell, turn work (should have 32 picots and 1 small shell)
7 (right side)slip stitch around first treble crochet post, chain 5, dc around same treble post
(first V stitch made), *chain 4, sc around 3rd treble post (remember these stitches that go
around post are always done on the back side of the work even when working from the
front), (chain 3, sc around next treble post) 3 times, chain 4, V stitch over chain 3 loop *
repeat 1 more time between*last time have the v stitch over a chain 4space, chain 4, sm
shell over shell, chain 4, V stitch over chain 4,**chain 4, sc around 3rd treble post, (chain
3, sc around next treble post) 3 times, chain 4, V stitch over chain3 **repeat 1 more time
between**(in the repeat the last V stitch goes around the back post of the last treble
crochet post..( should have 6 V stitches and 1 sm shell)
continue in established pattern to the length of shawl you want.
If you would like the shells/fans to stand up more and have a great 3D effect I have made
some modifications on a yellow wool shawls I am making and have posted those
modifications here (http://sunshinescreations.vintagethreads.com/2010/12/yellow-woolsnow-queen.html) so you can do them too if you would like.
If you want to make a hair or neck scarf out of this use size 10 thread and a size 5 hook.
When finished to desired length ( which for me was when I had completed 7 large rounds
of shells). For the medium shawl using same size thread and hook as above make 14
large rounds. When I say large rounds I mean complete a repeat of the large shell all the
way to the picot that is one complete large shell round. When I get the large shawl done
I will post that as well for size 10 thread. I left it simple but you could put a picot edge
across the front. Then just tie ends to hold in place.
Do not use this pattern to make things for sale for personal use only fine to give as gifts .

